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DESCRIPTION

272371

2005 Domaine Dujac Clos de la Roche

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$675.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Black cherry, kirsch distillate, cedar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats and coffee represent a few of the immediate
aromatic suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is similarly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, cassis, and meat
juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complexity. The texture is incipiently velvety, imposingly
glossy, and a perfect cover for fine, abundant tannins. Spectacularly rich and reverberative in its multifaceted finish, this sensational wine
deserves at least a decade of rest before re-opening." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

274914

2005 Domaine Leroy Nuits St Georges Aux Lavieres

$395.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2005 Nuits-St.-Georges Les Lavieres smells of sandalwood, cocoa powder, and lightly-cooked black cherry. Strikingly creamy, polished
and plush on the palate, with vividly concentrated cherry fruit and meat juices, it finishes sweet and rich but with strong underlying tannins
and stony, alkaline mineral notes." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 90pts

23780

2005 Comte de Vogue Bonnes Mares

$650.00

N/A

"The 2005 Bonnes Mares marries black and red raspberries with fresh- sorbet- and liqueur-like aspects alternating on a quite refined,
polished, and (for this cru) seemingly less-savage than usual palate. Myriad herbs and spices mingle with the fruit and suggestions of wood
smoke, horehound and sassafras emerge along with the sweet raspberries in a lingering finish that administers a considerable lashing of fine
tannin and displays a sappy, resinous, faintly peppery cling." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 94pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

